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Abstra t
This report details the performan e of the

ir ular pole dipole magnet to be used

as an ele tron-positron pair spe trometer for the Bethe-Heitler experiment at HIGS.
The report des ribes the

odes used to determine the expe ted performan e of the

spe trometer. Note that many hanges have o
of the

urred in the design and the fun tionality

ode over the life of this proje t. Therefore this report is written in somewhat

of a narrative style detailing our design
therefore be

hoi es as they o

urred. This report should

onsidered a living do ument.
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1

Introdu tion

A GEANT4 simulation has been built to model the pair spe trometer to be used by the proposed experiment to measure the Bethe-Heitler pair produ tion asymmetries [1℄. This will
be des ribed later in the report. However, in the initial stages of the design this simulation
was not developed to a level that was useful in des ribing the opti al properties of the spe trometer. Some of these limitations had to do the the limited eld map of the spe trometer
we had available, Therefore in the initial stages a simpler approa h was used were only the
magneti eld was simulated.
To do this we have resurre ted the old MIT magnet design ode RAYTRACE [3℄ to
help with nalizing the design with respe t to the lo ation of the target and the lo ation
of the fo al plane. RAYTRACE solves the equations of motion of harged parti les subje t
to the Lorentz for e through ele tri and magneti elds dened by parameterizations for
various magnet geometries. The equations of motion are solved by step-by-step numeri al
integration. RAYTRACE does assume the parti les move in a va uum so the GEANT4
simulation will be ne essary to understand s attering ee ts in the nal set-up.
The advantage of using RAYTRACE in the initial design was primarily be ause RAYTRACE uses a parameterization of the magneti eld that is better able to simulate the
magneti eld in three dimensions. The eld map of the magnet we have is only in two
dimensions in the entral plane of the magnet. RAYTRACE was then able to inform our
design for the implementation of the magneti eld in GEANT4.
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RAYTRACE Ray Opti s

We have used the measured eld map [2℄ to parametrize the magneti eld as a fun tion
of distan e through the magnet, and to lo ate the Ee tive Field Boundary (EFB). This
parameterization is in a form needed by RAYTRACE. The EFB is dened as the position of
a sharp magneti eld ut-o that has the same eld integral as the real distribution when
the integral is performed along a straight line. The beam opti s of a dipole magnet, su h as
we have here, depend riti ally on the lo ation of the EFB. The a tual magneti eld as a
fun tion of distan e is des ribed by a parameterization relative to the EFB. In the absen e
of a ba kground magneti eld the eld, in the entral plane of the magnet, is des ribed by
By =

B0
1 + eS

(1)

where S = c0 + c1 s + c2 s2 + c3 s3 + c4 s4 + c5 s5 and s = Dz , where z is the distan e from the
EFB, D is the magnet pole gap, and B0 is the uniform eld in the magnet. It is known
that the shape of the eld prole des ribed by the polynomial S is a se ond order ee t in
the opti s of the magnet. Mu h more important is having the lo ation of the EFB orre t.
The eld des ription above is for a non- urved pole fa e. RAYTRACE will al ulate the
orre tion to the eld for a urved pole fa e. Our magnet has a urved pole fa e and the
eld measurements are for the real-world urved pole fa e. Investigations using RAYTRACE
with straight and urved pole fa es show that for our magnet the dieren e between the EFB
positions for straight and ir ular pole fa es is smaller than our un ertainty in extra ting the
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Figure 1: Magneti eld map of the ir ular pole pair spe trometer. The lled ir les are
the measured elds as a fun tion of distan e (z ) along a radius from the enter (z = 0). The
red line is the t to obtain the oe ients of the eld prole. The green verti al line shows
the position of the ee tive eld boundary (EFB).
EFB position from the measurements. Therefore we have simply tted the measured eld
map to nd the EFB position and the oe ients of S . The result are: The EFB is 22.26 m
from the ir ular pole enter (the radius of the ir ular pole is 20.00 m). The oe ients
are
c0 = 0.35, c1 = 2.71, c2 = −0.94, c3 = 0.27, c4 = −0.027, c5 = 0.0009.

The magneti eld prole is shown in gure 1.
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Fo al Plane

Using the parameters for the eld prole found above, RAYTRACE was used to establish
the position of the fo al plane. The target position was initially hosen to be 20.0 m from
the EFB (or 42.26 m from the magnet enter). This initial hoi e was relatively arbitrary.
It lo ated the target at a distan e of 3.32 m from the outside of the magnet yoke. Rays were
tra ed with ele tron momenta 25.0 MeV/ to 35.0 MeV/ . The uniform magneti eld eld
in the enter of the dipole was adjusted so that 30.0 MeV/ emerged at right angles to the
4
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Figure 2: The layout of the magnet showing the lo ations of the target and the fo al plane.
All dimensions shown are in m and are referen ed to the enter of the ir ular pole. The
fo al plane is shown only on one side. The blue line show the fo al plane lo ated by t to
the fo al points orresponding the the ele tron momenta 25, 27.5, 30, 32.5 and 35 MeV/ .
initial beam dire tion. That magneti eld is 0.456 T. The fo al plane was established by
nding the interse tion of rays emerging from the target at dierent angles for ea h energy.
The resulting layout is shown in gure 2.
We have hosen to represent the fo al plane in a oordinate system entered at the fo al
point for a 30 MeV/ ele tron. The Z -axis passes through the enter of the ir ular pole of
the magnet. A detail of the fo al plane is shown in gure 3.
A straight line t to the fo al plane shows a good t with the fun tion
x = 0.07407 + 0.48274z

(2)

The angle between the fo al plane and the z -axis is then 25.77◦ . The maximum distan e
between the tted line and the the a tual fo al plane is 1.8 mm. This would seem to be
su iently lose if we were to use this fo al plane lo ation to put the rst wire hamber
layer.
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Figure 3: The fo al plane of the magnet in a oordinate system entered on the fo al point for
a 30 MeV/ ele tron. Fo al points are shown in 1 MeV/ steps from 25 MeV/ to 35 MeV/ .
The blue lines show rays for 25 MeV/ , 30 MeV/ , and 35 MeV/ where the ele tron angle
from the target is 0 and ±30 mr. Note that there is only 3.73 m between the low momentum
end of the fo al plane and the magnet yoke.
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Figure 4: A possible magnet layout that uses the VDC aligned along magnet fo al plane.
The se ond VDC has been arbitrarily pla ed a horizontal distan e of 40 m behind the rst
for illustrative purposes. The rays drawn range from 26 MeV/ to 34 MeV/ .
However, the proximity of the low energy end of the fo al plane to the magnet yoke would
pre lude the use of the Verti al Drift Chamber (VDC) to make use of the full fo al plane.
Su h a onguration is illustrated in Figure 4. As well, the extreme angle of the fo al plane
would mean that the VDC, in its urrent onguration, would not be able to use a signi ant
fra tion of the energy a eptan e. The VDC is urrently set up to be used with most of the
rays at about 45◦ to the VDC plane. There is on ern that the more extreme angles of most
ele tron tra ks through the VDC will negatively ae t the angular resolution of the system
due to multiple s attering. As well, the urrent support stru ture for the VDCs ould not be
used in this onguration. Therefore the possibility of not using the fo al plane is onsidered
below (se tion 5).
4

Angular A

eptan e

We rst onsider the overall angular a eptan e of ele tron/positron tra ks from the target.
7

The verti al angles that an make it through the spe trometer is limited by the pole gap
of the magnet (2 in hes = 5.08 m). The average path length from the target to the exit
magnet edge is about 58 m. Therefore the largest verti al angle that an be a epted is
±2.5◦ = ±44 mr.
The horizontal a eptan e is limited by the hole in the yoke through whi h the ele tron
pass from the target. The diameter of this hole is 7 m. Therefore, with the target 3.2 m
from the pole edge, and with the thi kness of the yoke being 4 in hes, the maximum horizontal
angle for rays starting from the enter of the target is ±14.7◦ = ±256 mr.
A dis ussion of the physi s suggests that the largest asymmetries o ur at the largest
opening angles. Therefore we will try to optimize the magnet layout to give a eptable
resolution for targets opening angles that an be a epted by the spe trometer. Later we
will investigate the possibility of in reasing the opening angle a eptan e by moving the
target position loser to the magnet yoke. However, in the initial design stages we limit the
opening angles to the above extremes.
Using these extremes, rays of various energies have been tra ed through the magnet. The
results are illustrated in gure 5. It an be seen that an energy range from 24 MeV to 42 MeV
an be tra ed through the magnet. A mu h wider range is likely possible if ne essary. This
will depend on the energy resolution obtainable, and on how mu h of the VDCs an be
instrumented.
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A Software Spe trometer

Sin e it is not possible to use the VDCs on the fo al plane we investigate the possibility
of using the magnet as a software spe trometer. That is, relying on the position and angle
resolution of the VDCs to allow the ele tron or positron parameters at the target position
to be re onstru ted. A possible lo ation and orientation of the VDC is shown in gure 5.
A side view is shown in gure 6. In these gures the VDC has been pla ed so that it is
a reasonably safe distan e from the magnet yoke and orientated at an angle of 90◦ to the
entral energy ray that emerges from the magnet at right angles. The enter of the rst
VDC is at 75.0 m from the enter of the magnet. The two VDCs are shown in their urrent
onguration using the existing 'Z'-plate mount and with the dispersive plane along the long
axis of the VDCs. The two VDC are at 45◦ to the in ident entral energy ray. This is the
orientation that allows the best position resolution from the VDCs.
We initially use RAYTRACE to see if this onguration an provide su ient energy
and angle resolution based on the opti s alone (i.e. ignoring realisti ee ts su h as multiple
s attering).
RAYTRACE allows us to send ele trons from any position on the target, with any angle
and energy. We use RAYTRACE to nd the nal lo ation of the ray when it interse ts the
plane of the rst VDC. The angle of this ray an also be determined. We use the following
oordinate systems to spe ify the initial and nal parti le oordinates.
The initial oordinate system is entered on the target with the +z dire tion towards the
enter of the magnet and +y up. As shown in gure 7 the angles θ and φ of a parti le's
traje tory are the angles relative to the +z dire tion in the x − z plane and the y − z
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Figure 5: An illustration of the energy range that an be a epted through the magnet.
Ea h energy is tra ed from the enter of the target with a horizontal angular range of ±10◦ .
The fo al plane is only drawn onne ting the fo i at 24, 30, 36, and 42 MeV. The magneti
eld has been adjusted so that 30 MeV emerges at lose to a right angle with respe t to the
in ident beam dire tion. The maroon lines show a possible lo ation of the VDCs.
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Figure 6: A side view of the magnet and a possible lo ation for the VDCs. The rays shown
are those for the most extreme verti al angles that an pass through the magnet, and for
the energy range between 24 and 42 MeV.
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Figure 7: The denitions of the oordinate system used by RAYTRACE to spe ify the
parti le traje tory.
plane respe tively. This oordinate system follows the way RAYTRACE denes the parti le
momentum dire tions.
The initial oordinates of a parti le at the target is given by xi and yi and its angle
spe ied by θi and φi . The energy of the initial parti le is spe ied relative to a entral
energy E0 by the quantity δ . δ is given as a per entage dened by δ = (E − E0 )/E0 % for a
parti le of energy E . In our ase we have dened E0 = 30 MeV.
At the rst VDC we re ord the position of the parti le by xf and yf where the x−y plane
is in the plane of the VDC. xf is along the long axis of the VDC (parallel to the beam axis),
yf is along the short axis of the VDC, and zf is perpendi ular to the VDC. The lo ations
of the tra k through the se ond VDC is used to determine the angle θf and φf of the tra k
relative to the oordinate system at the rst VDC.
Our problem is to determine δ , θi and φi from the measured xf , yf , θf and φf . From
RAYTRACE we nd that the quantities yf and φf are strongly orrelated and, to rst order,
depend only on φi . This leaves the two quantities xf and θf from whi h we need to determine
δ and θi . Unfortunately the system is under-determined sin e the measured quantities xf
and θf also depend on the the parti le's initial position on the target xi (and yi ). xi and yi
are not known exa tly sin e there is a nite size photon beam spot on the target. We must
therefore take the approa h of determining a best t between the measured quantities xf ,
yf , θf and φf and the required quantities δ , θi and φi .
We rst used the fa ility of RAYTRACE to al ulate the rst order transfer matrix
11

elements from input to nal quantities assuming that the rays all start from xi = 0 and
yi = 0. From this we an al ulate a rst order estimate of the expe ted resolutions given
that we will have a nite beam size and there is nite position resolutions at the VDCs. This
showed that, at least in this simple approximation, reasonable resolutions would be possible.
However this does not take into a ount the higher order terms in the transfer fun tion.
Next we used a Monte-Carlo approa h. We initially ran a large number of individual
rays through RAYTRACE with random initial values for δ , θi and φi within the expe ted
ranges, but with xi = 0 and yi = 0. We smeared the output quantities with the expe ted
resolution of the VDC. We then tted these rays to determine fun tions to al ulate δ and
θi from the nal quantities. The we ran a se ond set of rays through RAYTRACE, but this
time allowing xi and yi to be within the expe ted beam spot. We al ulated the dieren e
between the re onstru ted δ and θi , al ulated using the fun tions we found from the rst
run, and the a tual input values of δ and θi . Su h omparisons showed that we should be
able to a hieve energy resolutions of the order 2 MeV and angular resolutions of the order
less than 2◦ . However these tests, while en ouraging, do not take into a ount the realities of
the geometry and the ee ts of multiple s attering. A full simulation of the magnet system
is needed.
6

GEANT4 Simulation

A summer student, David Fairbairn, worked on in orporating the measured magneti eld
map into GEANT4. Subsequently, graduate student, Glen Pridham, took David's work and
in luded it into a simulation that in luded the magnet hardware, pole pie es, yoke and oil.
For rays that stayed within the magnet entral plane, Glen was able to show that GEANT4
reprodu ed the predi tions of RAYTRACE under those ideal onditions. This simulation
was used as the basis for further development.
A serious limitation of the simulation was that the magneti eld was assumed to be
uniform in the verti al dire tion. That is the eld is assumed to be the same as it is in the
horizontal median plane (whi h is where we have our only eld measurements).
I therefore modied the ode so that, instead of using a look-up table for the magneti
eld, and interpolating to nd the eld at any point, a parameterization of the eld was
used. In fa t the same algorithm that is used by RAYTRACE was employed to al ulate the
magneti eld and dire tion at any point in spa e. This then would orre tly simulate the
ee ts of the fringe eld near the pole edges. Che ks we done to ensure that the magneti eld
al ulated by the GEANT4 simulation were the same as those al ulated by RAYTRACE
at ea h point in spa e.
In the simulation, as originally put together by Glen, the VDCs were implemented assuming that we would only re ord a hit at the nearest wire in ea h VDC layer. In other words
the position resolution of the VDCs would be the wire spa ing. This would have allowed
for mu h simplied instrumentation. However, subsequent al ulations and tests using the
simulation showed that we would not be able to a hieve the required angular resolution when
using the VDCs in this mode.
The prole of the VDC, as subsequently implemented in the simulation, is shown in
12

Figure 8: Prole of the VDC as implemented in GEANT4.
gure 8. The wires themselves are not in luded in the simulation. The gas layers where
the wires are, are made to be "sensitive" in the simulation. Whenever energy is deposited
in that sensitive area the position and energy deposited is re orded. The hit position in
that gas layer is al ulated by averaging the positions, weighted by the energy deposited.
A minimum total energy must be deposited in ea h gas layer before there is onsidered to
be a hit on that VDC. At present that minimum is set to 0.2 keV. The hit position on the
VDC is then al ulated by averaging the hit positions in the two gas layers. Finally the hit
position is smeared, in both the x and y dire tions, by adding a random number hosen from
a Gaussian with a standard deviation of 0.1 mm. This is onsistent with the VDC resolution
reported in the thesis by Le key [5℄.
A pi ture showing the GEANT4 rendering of an early versions of the simulation is shown
in gure 9. Note that the VDC are now lo ated with their long axis parallel to the beam
dire tion. The existing mounting system for the VDC pair is employed and the VDCs are
at 45◦ to the verti al with the top furthest from the magnet. Subsequently the VDCs were
realigned so that the tops are losest to the magnet. This was to allow more room for a
support stru ture beneath the VDCs. Changing this orientation does not ae t the resolution
of the system.
he ba kground material, through whi h the ele trons or positrons travel, is helium gas
at atmospheri pressure. Therefore in the simulation there is in luded a 0.1 mm thi k
polyethylene bag to ontain this helium. There is a bag layer just after the target, whi h is
13

Figure 9: An early version of the magnet and VDC lo ations as rendered by GEANT4.
in air, and we have in luded a bag interfa e at the front and ba k of ea h VDC, as an be
seen in gure 8. (Later we investigate the possibility of not using a helium bag at all.)
With this version of the simulation we investigated the energy and angular resolutions we
an obtain. We use the same pro edure as we did for the investigation using RAYTRACE.
We use ele trons generated within the target with parameters sele ted at random. First
we hoose a sour e position for an ele tron at a random depth within the thi kness of the
target. We hoose a random δi between −20% and +40%. The entral energy is 30 MeV. The
magneti eld at the enter of the magnet is set to −0.4536 Tesla. At this eld a 30 MeV
ele tron emerges from the magnet at nearly 90◦ from the beam dire tion, if θi = 0. We
hoose random values of θi and φi between the ranges des ribed in se tion 4 For ea h tra k
we re ord the position on ea h VDC. From the positions on the two VDCs we al ulate
the angles of the tra k at the rst VDC (θf and φf ). The nal position (xf and yf ) is
the position at the rst VDC. The denition of this oordinate system is detailed in the
following paragraph. (For onvenien e this is hosen to be the same oordinate system as
used by RAYTRACE.)
The origin of the oordinate system is at the enter of the rst VDC in ea h VDC
pair. The z dire tion is perpendi ular to the VDC and pointing away from the magneti
spe trometer. The x dire tion is along the long axis of the VDC and parallel to photon
beam dire tion. For the VDC pa kage on beam right +x is in the same dire tion as the
beam dire tion. For the VDC pa kage on beam left +x is in the opposite dire tion to the
beam dire tion. The y dire tion is up and parallel to the fa e of the VDC. Be ause of the
45◦ tilt of the VDC, the z and y axes are of ourse at 45◦ to the horizontal and verti al
dire tions. As shown in gure 7 the angles θ and φ of a parti le's traje tory are the angles
relative to the +z dire tion in the x − z plane and the y − z plane respe tively.
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Figure 10: An early version of the GEANT4 predi tion for Eif it − Eiinput for three simulation
as des ribed in the text.
For a set of tra ks where the sour e position has no size (i.e. xi = yi = 0) we nd
fun tions that are a best t to
δi = fδ (xf , θf )

and

θi = fθ (xf , θf )

The form of the fun tions were simple polynomials at this stage. Figures 10 and 11 show
histograms of Eif it − Eiinput and θif it − θiinput respe tively for three dierent simulation data
sets. The rst set is the set used for the tting, where there was no a tual target (the target
material was repla e with va uum) and the sour e position has no size. The se ond set is
also with no target, but the sour e position has xi and yi hosen randomly within a realisti
beam spot size (1/2 in h diameter). The third set is with a realisti beam spot size and with
the target repla e with uranium (with thi kness 0.025 mm). The ee ts of the nite beam
spot and the multiple s attering in the target are lear in the energy dieren e plot, but the
dieren e are not so apparent in the angle dieren e plot. Apparently the angular resolution
is more inuen ed by the resolution of the VDCs.
Note that for the θ dieren e distribution in gure 11 the width is the distribution does
not hange mu h when the uranium target is added, but the height of the distribution
de reases. This is apparently be ause the multiple s attering in the target auses some some
ele trons to never rea h the VDCs. But for those ele trons that do, the tra king ba k to the
target is not ae ted mu h.
Several variations of the absolute lo ation of the VDC were tried. It was found that the
ultimate resolutions depended very weakly on the a tual lo ations of the VDC. Therefore
lo ations onvenient for the support stru ture were hosen for further study.
At this point additions to the simulation were made to in lude a se ond VDC pa kage on
beam left. As well a plasti s intillator hodos ope pa kage was in luded behind ea h VDC
pa kage. In the simulation a hit on the hodos ope is required before "readout" of the VDC
o urs as will be required in the a tual experiment. This pla es limits on the energy range,
and to some extent the angular range a epted by the spe trometer.
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Figure 11: An early version of the GEANT4 predi tion for θif it − θiinput for three simulation
as des ribed in the text.
The next se tion sets out the lo ations of some riti al items we have agreed on.
7

Spe trometer Layout Dimensions

Criti al layout dimensions are given in table 1. The oordinate system for lo ating items
is the same as used in gure 5 with the origin at the magnet enter. The enter of the
hodos ope is dened at the depth between the front and ba k paddles.
The external dimensions for the VDCs are 96 in h, 243.84 m, long with a thi kness
of 5.5 in h, 13.97 m. The a tive parts of the VDCs start 19.7 m from the ends. From
Table 1 it an be seen that a length of approximately 32.6 + 34.2 = 66.8 m of VDC-1 must
be instrumented. For VDC-2 a length of approximately 45.8 + 58.2 = 104.0 m must be
instrumented.
A GEANT4 rendering of the magnet, VDCs and hodos ope with these layout parameters
is shown in gure 12.
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Table 1: Lo ations of riti al items.
Item
Center of magnet pole
Right magnet yoke orners

Target enter
Center of VDC-1
Extreme rays on VDC-1
Center of VDC-2
Extreme rays on VDC-2
Center of Hodos ope

z ( m) x ( m) y ( m)
0
0
0
+28.90 −39.05 −22.23
+28.90 −39.05 +22.23
+28.90 +39.05 +22.23
+28.90 +39.05 −22.23
0
−42.26
0
+85.00
0.00
0
+85.00 −34.2
0
+85.00 +32.6
0
+132.00
0.00
0
+132.00 −58.2
0
+132.00 +45.8
0
+185.00
0
0

Figure 12: GEANT4 rendering of pair spe trometer magnet with the VDC and hodos ope
pa kages.
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8

Spe trometer Performan e

Using the parameters obtained for the onguration dened in the previous se tion, one an
onstru t histograms to determine the resolution obtainable for both ele trons and positrons.
Plotted in ea h of the histograms in gures 13, 14, 15 and 16 is the dieren e between the
input quantity and the re onstru ted quantity for various data sets. Data set 1, shown in
bla k, is when all event start at xi = yi = 0 on the target, but with the target repla e with
a va uum. Data set 2, shown in red, is when all events are distributed over a 1/2 in h beam
spot on the target, but with the target repla e with a va uum. Data set 3, shown in green, is
when all events are distributed over a 1/2 in h beam spot on the target, and the target is the
0.025 mm thi k Uranium target. The polar angle is the angle between the beam dire tion
and the angle of the parti le emerging from the target.
As an be seen from these histograms we ome to the same on lusion as we did from the
earlier version of the simulation. Namely, that the resolution, for those events that rea h the
dete tors, does not degrade appre iably due to the nite beam spot size. Also the resolution
is redu ed by the multiple s attering in the target, but only by a small amount. We do lose
some more events but these are parti les that do not rea h the dete tor and therefore will
not be seen in the experiment.
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Figure 13: Dieren e between re onstru ted and input energy Ei at target.
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Figure 14: Dieren e between re onstru ted and input angle θi at target.
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Figure 15: Dieren e between re onstru ted and input angle φi at target.
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Figure 16: Dieren e between re onstru ted and input polar angle at target.
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9

Asymmetry Tests

To allow onsisten y he ks, a new feature was added to the simulation. An invisible sensitive
"dete tor" was added just after the target. This sensitive volume just re ords the energy and
angles of ele trons and positrons passing through it. I have alled this the "monitor". One
purpose of the monitor is to onrm that the simulation is produ ing parti les orre tly. For
example the histograms in gure 17 show the dieren e between the polar angle generated
within the target and the polar angle re orded in the monitor. As expe ted there is no
dieren e when the target is a va uum, but the multiple s attering within the uranium
target is learly seen.
A se ond use of the monitor is to he k in the asymmetry of events produ ed within the
target so that it might be ompared to the asymmetry we an measure after re onstru tion
of the tra ks.
Another feature of the simulation is the ability of generating photons upstream of the
target and allowing the ele tromagneti intera tions in luded in the GEANT4 pa kage to
produ e ele tron/positron pairs within the target. It is expe ted that the pair produ tion
al ulation used in GEANT4 will not in lude the higher order terms that ontribute to the
asymmetry we are trying to measure in this experiment. Nevertheless it is instru tive to
see how the re onstru tion using the spe trometer reprodu es the asymmetry generated by
GEANT4.
The asymmetry for a given polar angle is dened by
ǫ(δ) =

N+ − N−
N+ + N−

(3)

Here there is a requirement that the ele tron and positron be in the same plane whi h is
also in the same plane as the in ident photon, and that the polar angle of the ele tron is the
same as the polar angle of the positron. δ in this ontext is the energy dieren e between
the ele tron and positron, i.e. δ = E(e− ) − E(e+ ). Then N+ is the number of events that
have met the angle ondition and δ is positive while N− is when δ is negative. The denition
of the asymmetry for es it to have negative symmetry about δ = 0, i.e. ǫ(−δ) = −ǫ(δ).
We an al ulate this asymmetry for the ele trons and positron measured by the monitor
and we an al ulate it for the asymmetry using the energies and angles re onstru ted from
the dete tor. The stringen y of the ondition on the angular symmetry was hosen to be
onsistent with the resolutions we observe. The result is shown in gure 18. As expe ted,
the asymmetry generated by GEANT4 is essentially zero, and, within un ertainties, the
asymmetry re onstru ted from the spe trometer is also zero.
There are a number of un ertainties asso iated with this test. First the number of events
run in the simulation was limited and therefore the the un ertainties are large. Se ond and
more importantly, the quality of the tting fun tion had not yet been fully veried. It took
a long time to nd the parameters of that tting fun tion and it was desired to nd a better
pro ess for nding these parameters so that a new set of tting fun tions ould be found
qui kly when hanges to the spe trometer and dete tor lay were hanged. There were a
number of variations in the setup, e.g. target position and VDC lo ation, that we wished to
investigate. It was important then to be able to ompare results from setup hanges, with
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Figure 17: Dieren e between the input polar angle generated with the target and the polar
angle as measured in the "monitor" just after the target.
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Figure 18: The asymmetry as al ulated from the monitor and from the re onstru ted tra ks.
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the worry that any hange we observe in resolution, were in fa t due to the hange in setup,
and not just due to the fa t that we may have not yet found an optimum tting fun tion for
the new setup.
Up to this point the analysis of the simulation output had been a omplished with a set
of Perl s ripts, whi h, while serving the purpose, did not allow qui k hanges to be made,
and perhaps restri ted the level of analysis that ould be a omplished with a system su h
as root.
10

Re onstru tion Parameter Fitting

With the spe trometer layout approximately dened a renement of the method for re onstru ting the energy and angles at the target was undertaken. A set of root odes were
written to take the output of the GEANT4 simulation and nd the tting parameters. The
generalized tting fun tions used are given by equations (4), (5) and (6).
δif it = a0 (xf ) + a1 (xf )θf + a2 (xf )θf 2 + a3 (xf )θf 3
with
a0 (xf ) = a00 + a01 xf + a02 xf 2 + a03 xf 3
a1 (xf ) = a10 + a11 xf + a12 xf 2 + a13 xf 3
a2 (xf ) = a20 + a21 xf + a22 xf 2 + a23 xf 3
a3 (xf ) = a30 + a31 xf + a32 xf 2 + a33 xf 3

(4)

θif it = b0 (xf ) + b1 (xf )θf + b2 (xf )θf 2 + b3 (xf )θf 3
with
b0 (xf ) = b00 + b01 xf + b02 xf 2 + b03 xf 3
b1 (xf ) = b10 + b11 xf + b12 xf 2 + b13 xf 3
b2 (xf ) = b20 + b21 xf + b22 xf 2 + b23 xf 3
b3 (xf ) = b30 + b31 xf + b32 xf 2 + b33 xf 3

(5)

φfi it = c00 + cp1 φf + cp2 φf 2 + xp3 φf 3
+ ct1 θf + cx1 xf
+ cy1 yf + cy2 yf 2 + cy3 yf 3

(6)

In general the higher order parameters are not needed. The t is a omplished by running
the GEANT4 simulation for a range of known input values δi , θi and φi , and minimizing a
hi-squared. For example the energy parameters are found by minimizing
2

χ =

2
N 
X
δin − δi f it
σf n

n=1
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n
f it

(7)

Figure 19: The root visual interfa e to fa ilitate the tting to obtain the re onstru tion
algorithm for the energy.
where N is the total number of points used in the t, and σff it is a standard deviation
al ulated using the fun tion δif it and using un ertainties for xf and θf . These un ertainties
have been estimated from the simulation, however these are essentially fake un ertainties,
and hen e the a tual value of the χ2 is meaningless and annot be used for estimating
un ertainties in the t parameters.
In general it was found that the tting ould not be done by simply using a standard
minimization routine. This is assumed to be be ause of the potentially large number of
parameters and be ause there appear to be a large number of lo al minima. The tting
pro ess essentially had to be guided by hand to hoose appropriate starting parameters and
step sizes. Higher order parameters were added as the t improved. A minimization routing
was used in the nal stages to improved the t. Even after minimizing the hi-squared it
was found that nal adjustments needed to be made by hand. Even though a t produ ed
an ex ellent hi-squared it was sometimes found that there was an una eptable systemati
dependen e on one quantity or another.
A visual interfa e for root has been written to fa ilitate this pro ess. The quality of the
t an be displayed as a fun tion of the various input and output quantities. A s reenshot
of this interfa e is shown in gure 19.
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Figure 20: Comparison of the energy resolutions obtained with a 0.1 mm opper target and
a 0.025 mm uranium target.
11

Targets and Count Rates

The original proposal for this experiment alled for using a uranium target and possibly a
arbon target. The uranium target, with thi kness 0.025 mm has obtained and this has
been used as a representative target in the above investigations. It was qui kly realized
that a arbon target would have an asymmetry that may be too small for us to measure.
This is oupled with the fa t that the ross se tion drops with smaller Z . It was de ided
that another target with Z mu h smaller than uranium, but with reasonable ount rate was
needed. Copper was suggested as su h a target.
The simulation was used to determine maximum thi kness of a opper target we ould
use that would preserve a reasonable resolution. The result is that a opper target with a
thi kness of about 0.1 mm gives about the same resolutions as we get using the 0.025 mm
uranium target. This is illustrated in gures 20 and 21.
A tually it an be seen that the resolutions we get, for "good" events, are relatively
weakly dependent on the target thi kness. With thi ker targets there are more events where
the re onstru ted energy or angle is extremely far o, or the parti les do not even rea h the
dete tor. We will not see these in the a tual experiment sin e we will require a oin iden e
between the ele tron in one dete tor and the positron in the other. i.e. This just redu es
our experiment e ien y.
Redu ing the e ien y is likely not a problem. With simulations using photons on the
target one an get a good idea of our ount rate. For a given number of photons we an
measure the number of times we get a hit on both the left and right dete tors. A hit is
dened as a hit in the hodos ope and the VDC. We an then also al ulate the rate of pairs
that pass the symmetry uts (but of ourse that is spread over all the angle and delta values).
For a beam rate of about 3.5 × 106 /s (as in the original proposal) we get the following ount
rates.
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Figure 21: Comparison of the angular resolutions obtained with a 0.1 mm opper target and
a 0.025 mm uranium target.
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Figure 22: Comparison of the energy resolutions obtainable for ele trons on dete tor pa kage
1, with an "ideal" target for three dierent gas environments.
For the 0.025 mm Uranium target, the raw oin iden e rate would be about 4 kHz, and
the after ut rate about 80 Hz. For the 0.1 mm Copper target, raw oin iden e rate would
be about 500 Hz, and the after ut rate about 7 Hz.
These are not unreasonable ount rates. We will have some ability to adjust rates by
adjusting the beam intensity.
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Helium Bag or Air

In all the above simulations we have assumed that the ba kground environment is helium. i.e.
the spa e through whi h the ele trons and positrons move is lled with helium at atmospheri
pressure. Between the target and this volume, and between the the helium volume and the
VDCs there is a polyethylene bag to ontain the helium.
To simplify onstru tion of the magnet/dete tor system we now investigate whether this
helium bag is a tually ne essary.
We rst ran the simulation with an "ideal" target. "Ideal" refers to a fake (va uum)
target and a beam with no size. In ea h of the "Ideal" plots three s enarios are shown. 1.
With no air or helium in the environment (i.e. a va uum). 2. with a helium bag, ontained
by a polyethylene bag. 3. No bag and air in the environment. As examples, gure 22 shows
how the energy resolution for ele trons depends on these three s enarios, and gure 23 shows
how the angular resolution for positrons depends on these three s enarios.
The dieren e between air and helium is learly seen with helium being loser to a va uum
situation. This would suggest that helium would be the better hoi e over air. However,
when we make the same omparison using a "real" target, with a nite beam spot size, the
dieren e between helium and air is not so lear. As examples we show the omparison
between when an air or helium gas is used in gures 24 and 25. The dieren e between air
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Figure 23: Comparison of the angular resolutions obtainable for positrons on dete tor pa kage 0, with an "ideal" target for three dierent gas environments.
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Figure 24: Comparison of the energy resolutions obtainable for ele trons on dete tor pa kage
1, with a uranium target for when a helium or air environment is used.
and helium is washed out by the multiple s attering in the target itself. This is onrmed
with the opper target as well. Also shown in gures 26 and 27 are the omparisons for the
polar and azimuthal angles for ele trons and positrons.
Therefore our on lusion is that we an live without the helium bag without redu ing
the resolution beyond the limitations imposed by a nite thi kness target. This signi antly
simplies the experimental arrangement.
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Figure 25: Comparison of the angular resolutions obtainable for positrons on dete tor pa kage 0, with a uranium target for when a helium or air environment is used.
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Figure 26: Comparison of the polar and azimuthal angular resolutions obtainable for ele trons on dete tor pa kage 1, with a uranium target for when a helium or air environment is
used.
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Figure 27: Comparison of the polar and azimuthal angular resolutions obtainable for
positrons on dete tor pa kage 0, with a uranium target for when a helium or air environment
is used.
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13

In reasing the Angular A

eptan e.

As mentioned in se tion 4 the angular a eptan e of the spe trometer is limited by the hole
in the magnet yoke. It may be possible to in rease the angular a eptan e by moving the
target postion forward (downstream).
The way the simulation was set up it was not possible to move the target postion forward
very mu h and ertainly not past the yoke entran e. Therefore modi ation were made to
the ode to allow investigations on the ee t of moving the target.
Moving the target forward (downstream) does in rease the the maximum horizontal angle
(θi ) of ele trons or positrons that an pass through the hole in the yoke. The maximum
verti al angle (φi ) does not hange mu h sin e that is limited by the pole gap.
It turns out that the more extreme angles, allowed by moving the target forward, means
that the traje tory of some of those parti les are passing very lose to the edge of the ir ular
pole of the magnet. In fa t su h parti les are moving solely in the fringe eld of the magnet
rather than the more uniform entral eld. This introdu es severe non-linearities in the
transfer fun tion between the energy and angle at the target and the positions and angles
on the VDC. Introdu ing yet more higher order terms in the transfer fun tion might be able
to model this but, frankly I do not trust the simulation to that level of a ura y. (Re all
that the magneti eld is des ribed by a parameterization based on the limited eld map
measurements we have.) Another issue is that many of these more extreme angle parti les
never even make it to the dete tor. A hit on a dete tor requires that there be a hit in the
hodos ope along with hits in both VDC layers.
Therefore only a modest movement of the target forward is possible. The design we have
been working with up to now has a target distan e (dened as the distan e from the enter
of the ir ular magnet pole to the target) of 422.6 mm. This position means that the most
extreme angles a epted are between 12◦ and 17◦ depending on where, within the beam spot
(assuming a 1/2 in h diameter beam spot), the the sour e parti le starts from. The median
angle is about 14.7 deg.
We rst investigate the gain in angular a eptan e we do a hieve by moving the target
forward. We rst run the simulation for a range of verti al angles φi (±2.5 mrad) for three
target position distan es. We run 10000 events and simply plot the number of events that
hit the dete tor. (A dete tor hit is dened as infomation in the VDCs as well as a hit on
the hodos ope.) We use a Uranium target. The range of horizontal angles simulated is not
hanged in ea h run. Figure 28 shows that there is not mu h dieren e in the verti al angle
a eptan e when the target is moved forward 2 m.
We run the simulation for a range of positive and negative horizontal angles θi (±5 mrad)
for three target position distan es. Again we use a Uranium target, and the range of veri al
angles simulated is not hanged in ea h run.
Figures 29 and 30 show that there is onsiderable drop o in a eptan e as we go to larger
θi angle (positive or negative). However there is a some gain in a eptan e as we move the
target forward. On average we in rease the horizontal angular a eptan e by about 40 mrad
(2.3◦ ). The agrees with the result from a purely geometri al ulation whi h onsiders only
the angles that an make it through the hole in the yoke.
Note that there is no benet to moving the target forward if we are only intested in
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Figure 28: The number of events rea hing the dete tor, when 10000 ele trons are simulated,
as a fu tion of verti al angle and target position.
opening angles less than about 220 mrad (12.6◦ ).
What is not lear from this is whether the transfer fun tion relating the VDC information to the target energy and angles an be tted with su ient a ura y to preserve the
resolution.
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Figure 29: The number of events rea hing the dete tor, when 10000 ele trons are simulated,
as a fu tion of horizontal angle and target position.

Figure 30: The number of events rea hing the dete tor, when 10000 ele trons are simulated,
as a fu tion of horizontal angle and target position.
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